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Abstract 
Oussous, N.E., Computation, on Macsyma, of the minimal differential representation of non- 
commutative polynomials, Theoretical Computer Science 79 (1991) 195-207. 
We present here a package of IWacsyma programs, allowing the manipulation 0; words, and 
noncommutative power series over a finite alphabet. On the basis of the works of Fiiess and 
Reutenauer concerning the local minimal realization of analytical systems, we present an algorithm 
allowing the computation of the local minimal realization of finite generating power series. We 
describe that algorithm in the algebraic computation language, Macsyna. 
1. Introduction 
The realization problem has been studied by many authors. We quote [ 151 for 
realization of linear systems, [2,4,8] for realization of particular nonlinear systems 
called bilinear one and [ 14, 221 for realization of general nonlinear systems which 
have regular solutions for all time and commands. Each author has used tools more 
or less difficult to prove existence and uniqueness of realization. 
Flit 3s [8] and Reutenauer [ZO] have used noncommutative formal power series 
as a principal tool to prove existence and uniqueness of the local and minimal 
realization of nonlinear analytical dynamic systems. FLowever, their results do not 
give in general a complete effective computation of the minimB?i realization. 
First, we present some tools to manipulate noncommutative formal power series 
(these tools :tre studied and implemented in [ l&11]. After that, we give the definitions 
and scme properties of Lyndon words [3, 16, 181 and Lyndon basis of free- 
algebra .%k( X) [ 231. 
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raph, we recall essential results on the lccal realization of nonlinear 
dynamical systems. We show that by using the Chen-Fox-Lyndon basis of .3’&(X) 
and the fact that the set of Lyndon words is a transcendance basis of nr ncommutative 
polynomial algebra with Shuffle product [ l&19], we can compute the local minimal 
realization of nonlinear dynamical systems elf which generating power series are 
finite. This realization has been implemented with the computer algebra system 
Macsyma 1171 in [ll, 121. 
Finally we describe the complete algorithm in this particular case, and a detailed 
example of its execution. 
UmCQ utative krmal power series 
2.1. Alphabet and words 
Let X = {x0, xl,. . . , xmml } be a finite set of Cettevs called an alphabet. We denote 
by X* the free monoid generated h\i X. An element of X* is called a word. The 
empty word, denoted by E, is the word which contain no letters. We denote by Iw! 
the length of the word w. That is the number of letters in the word. 
2.2. Formal power series 
Recall that a formal power series S is a mapping from the free monoid X* into 
IF8 which associates to each word w its coeficietit S(w) denoted by (S 1 w). The formal 
series S will also be denoted by the formal sum 
s= c (S(w)w. 
wEX* 
The set of all formal power series is denoted by W((X)) and is an algebra for the 
Cauchy product. 
The order of the power series S is denoted by w(S) and defined [ 1, lo] by: 
I inf(lw]I(SIw>#O} o(S)= +oo if SN, if S = 0. 
The support of the formal power series S is the language 
supp(s)={wEx*~(s~w)#o}. 
The power series, without constant erm is called proper. 
A polynomial is a formal power series that has a finite support. The set of all 
polynomials is a sub-algebra of W((X)) denoted by R(X). 
The degree cf a polynomial P is defined as follows: 
deg(P) = 
%up{l WI with w E supp( 
-30 if P = 0. 
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We denote Z&(X) the frez-Lie-algebra generated by X in which the Lie-brackets 
are defined by 
[Xi, Xj] = XiXj - XjXim 
Lie-polynomials are defined by the following grammar: 
LiePoly ::= LieMon 1 LieMon + LiePoly, 
LieMon::= Lie Word 1 Coeff * LieWord, 
Lie Word : := Letter I[ LieWord, LieWord], 
Letter::=xo]x,]. . .1x,_,, 
Coeff ::= Real. 
2.3. Operations over power series 
2.3.1. Shufle product 
The shuffle product of two words [7, lo] is defined recursively as follows: 
I 
VWEX”, WW&=&wW=W, 
Vu,vEX*,vX,yEX, (xu)w(yv)=x(uuJ(yv))+y((xu~wv). 
This definition of shuffle product can be easily implemented, but it is expensive in 
CPU time and it takes up more memory space. 
This product is commutative and associative, and can be extended to formal 
power series by setting for S and T belonging in R{(X)): 
SW T= C (S~u)(T~v)u~v. 
u,vEx* 
2.3.2. Remainder’s computation 
Definition 2.1. Let S E Iw((X)) be a formal power series. We set, for u E X”, 
uQS= C (Slwu)w 
wcx* ( 
resp.s-u= c csluw,w) 9 
WEX* 
which will be called the right (resp. left) remainder of the power series S by the 
word u. 
In other words, we have, for w E X*, 
(uQSIw)=(SIwu) and (SC-ulw)=(Sluw). (1) 
Example 2.2. Let X = {x0, x,), S = x,x,x; + 2x1x:, and u = x1x0, then u Q S = 0 and 
s12u=2. 
)), EaS=Sw=S. 
(2) Under the definition of support, we can easily see that 
Supp( u -=J S) = J w E A-* 1 wu E Supp( S)}, 
supp(sr>u)=(wEx*~uwEsupp(s)}. 
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2.4. Hankel and Lie- Hankei matrix 
(Fliess [6]). Let S E R({X j) be a formal Rower series. T 
matrix associated to S is an infinite array, denoted by a4p,, of which lines a 
are indexed by the elements of X”, such that 
CY&( u, v) = (SJUV) = (SD ulv). 
efinition 2.5 (Fliess [6], Berstel an kwtenauer [I]). The ankel rank of t 
formal power series S, denoted by %9&, is the rank of the Hankel matrix &, if it 
is finite and +CQ elsewhere. 
The Hankel rank is usually infinite. When this rank is finite, the formal power 
series is said to be rational [I, 4,9]. 
The rows (resp. columns) of 3& generate a vector space which has a dimension 
equal to the rank of &. We denote by ?$, the row of %$ indexed by the wo 
We have [ 101 
VW) f x*, -y’,,(rr!) =(SjU%V) = (SP U]VQ, 
hence xl,, = S b U. 
The row .ZU of %> contain exactly the components of the right remainder S @ u 
of S by U. So, we have 
3Yss = dim[span(Pt, 1u E X*} 1. 
Let P E R(X). We define the row & of %s by 
%J = USl~N,,C s* = ((Sp plu)!,,,~*= 
This row contains the components of the right remainder SB P, and we have 
xp= ,_A * U+P% , 
emark 2.6. All notions that we stated for ayP,‘s rows can be stated for &‘s columns 
and left remainders of S. 
.7 (Jacob and Oussous [121, Reutenauer [20]). Let SE R{(X)). We define 
the Lie-Ha&e1 matrix associated to S as an infinite array, denoted Z?&, of which 
the lines are indexed b:f some totally ordered basis of Z!%(X) and the columns are 
indexed by X* (sorted for lexicographical by length order) such that 
EVs(& w)=(S(&w) =(SP P,(w). 
I~it~Qn (Reutenauer [20]). The Lie-rank of the power series S, denoted by 
3’& is the rank of the Lie-Hankel matrix 3%~ if it is finite and +a~ elsewhere. 
According to [$I, we have 
33, = dim S b Z’&(X) = di span(Zp 1 P E Y&( 
(YZS). 
3. so ver 
3.1. Lex~cogr~~~a~c~l 0 
Let X be a finite an 
by X. The usual lexico 
S 
d al bet, a 
Oltl l%l 
With this order, we ime the followin 
(1) VwEX*, U<oC+wuewv. 
(2) If U?! ux”, V\u, 2C x*, u C v*uw c vz. 
3.2. Conjugcr tion c!asses 
A word u is called to be a fuctor of a word v if 
3x, y E X* such that v = xuy. 
If x = E (resp. y = E), we say that u is a left (resp. right) factor of et, proper if y Z E 
(resp. x # E). 
ion 3.1 (Lothaire [ 161, Melaqon and Reutenauer [Hi]). Two words u and 
v are said to be conjugate if 
3x, y E X* such that u = xy and v = yx. 
3.3. Lyigdon words and Lyndon basis construction 
3.3.1. Lyndon words 
Details can be found in [3, 16, 181. 
Definition 3.2. A mrd w E X * is a Lyndon word if and only if it satisfies one of 
the equivalent following statements: 
(i) it is strictly smaller than any of its cofijugates, 
I-=\ l . l 
1.11) 11 1s siriciiy smar W _ ‘Pr than any of its proper right factors. 
Let L denote the set of Lyndon words over X. 
Example 3.3. X = {x9, xl>, x0, xl, x0x,, xix,, x0x:, . . . , are Lyndon words over X. 
(1) Let w E L\X and m its lopgesr proper rightfactor in ?,, If w = Im, 
then 1 E L and 1 c lm c m. The couple a( w ) = (1, m ) is called the standard factorization 
OT w. 
&x) = (4.h x,x:, #(xih 9 x,). 
(2) w E L if and only if 
either w E X, 
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The last property gives us an algorithm to construct he Lyndon words up to a 
given degree. 
3.3.2. Lyndon basis 
For more precise details, see [12, 16, 18, 231. Under Lyndon words, we can 
construct Lyndon Basis (called also Chen- Fox-Lyndon basis) which is defined 
recursively as follows: 
c(x)=x forxEX, 
c(w)=[c(l),c(m)] ifwEL\Xando(w)=(l,m). 
where the brackets are Lie brackets. This definition gives us an algorithm to construct 
this basis. 
One advantage of this basis is that by the same algorithm we can produce Lyndon 
words and associated elements of the Lyndon basis of S’&(X). 
xample 3.5. The following Lyndon basis elements are associated respectively with 
Lyndon words given in the last example: 
x0, x1 9 Ix,, %I, Ix,, Do, XJI, ccxo, %I9 %I9 l l l l 
On L, we can define many total order. In particular, we can define the lexico- 
graphical and the lexocographical order by length. Under the definition of the 
Lyndon basis, all order defined on L induced an order on Lyndon basis. 
If (Wiz, is the Lyndon basis of Z’&(X), and if (Ij)jzl is the Lyndon words 
associated with this basis, then we have the following important relation: 
&=li+C Cyjmj, mj>liandajEP. 
Hence, we have 
(Ijl pi) = (lj b PJa) = 6, 
xample 3.6 
E = [x0, bo, x,11 
= ,Ic,bo, x,3 - 1x0, ~11x0 
= xix, -2x,x,x0+x,x; 
= Ii +(-2X(3X,X0+ X,X;). 
4.1. Dejnition 
(2) 
e consider a system of the following form: 
m-l 
w 
4(t) = C Ui( t) V,(q) with Z&(t) E 1, 
i=O 
4’0) = W). 
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where q belongs to a connected R-analytic variety Q, the Yi are analytic vectorjelds, 
h is an IR-atialyticfunction called observation, defined in the neighbourhood of the 
given initial state q(O), and the inputs ul, . . . , u,,,_ 1 are real and piecewise continucus. 
Weset u=(uO,ul,..., u,_,) which will be called the input function. 
4.2. Fundamental formula 
Each input ui, is associated with the letter Xi (0 s i s m - 1). The set of all letters, 
x =(x0, Xl,. . . , x~-~}, will be called the command alphabet. Let X* be the free 
monoid generated by X. 
For each word WE X”, we denote by Y,,. the differential operator defined as 
follows: 
Y, = Identity, 
Yn* = Yi, O Yi, O ’ l ’ O Yi, if W = Xi, Xi, . . . Xir . 
The action of the differential operator YH’ over the analytic function f defined on 
the variety Q, is denoted by YH9 oj’. 
For small enough time and inputs, the output y of the system (I;) is given by the 
Peano- Baker-Formula 18, 201, also called the Fliess fundamental formula : 
(3) 
where Isco, means evaluation in q(O), 5’ S o Uw is the iterated integral defined recursively 
as follows: 
I 
t 
ifw = E, then 6,E = 1, 
0 
ifw=xiEX,then 
I-’ I 
I 
S,Xi = I ui(T) dr, 0 0
if w= vxi,then~~S.W=f~(l:S,U)Ui(r)d~. 
This definition is symmetric to that in [7]. In particular, since u,( 7) = 1, 
uo(r) dT= t. 
4.3. Generating power series and vector fields 
The Input/Output behaviour of system (2) is completely defined by its qenerating 
power series g in the noncommutative variables x0, x, , . . . , x*_~, given by the 
formula [ 81 
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Thus, the output y(t), given by (3), can be written 
The variety Q is of dimension IV Let z1 , z2, . . . , zN be a system of locai coOr&~iiWX 
The R-algebras of formal series and polynomials in commutative variables 
21,229 . . . , zN are denoted respectively by R[z,, z2,. . . , zN] and @[z,, z2,. . . , z,]. 
The vector jields Y;: defined above can be written 
e;(z) E i+, , 22, . . . , ZNne (6) 
Thus, let f be an analytic function defined over the variety Q, then the action of 
the vector fields Yi over the function f can be written 
Ypf= ; f3f(z)df. 
k=l azk 
(7) 
ealization of nonlinear dynamical systems 
Locally, the realization problem can be expressed as follows [8]: 
Let an Input/Output behaviour be given by its generating power 
series: is there a differential system like (Z) which has the same 
generating po\h -r series? Describe it, in the positive case. 
5.1. Power series produced differentially 
(Fliess [83). The formal power series g E R{(X)) is produced differen- 
tialiy if and only if, there exist: 
(1) an integer r E N, 
(2) a homomorphism 9 from X* into differential operator algebra over 
NIz I,***, z,I such that VXi E X, Yi = 9(Xi) is a vector field, 
(3) a commutative power series h E R[z,, . . . , z,D, 
such that 
VwEX*, kbd = VW+9 0 WI,, (8) 
where lo means evaluation in z1 = l l . = z, = 0. 
The couple (9, h) is called differential representation of g, of dimension r. 
From (4) and (IS), it is obvious that 
g is the generating power series of a system like (ZJ 
if and only if 
eIiUkdly. 
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Thus 
The study of local realization is ec;::ivalent to 
the study of differential representations. 
5.1. I. Hess theorem 
Theorem 5.2 (Fliess [8]). The power series g E iR((X)) is produced differentially if and 
only if its Lie-rank, r, is finite. In this case, r is equal to the smallest dimension of all 
its differential representations. If (9, h) and ( W, h’) are two differential representations 
of dimension r of g, then there exists a continuous automorphism Q of R[Iz, , . . . , z,] 
such that 
VwEX*,VkER[zl,. . . , z,], h’ =cp(h) andQ(Y,o k)= YL,o <p(k). 
Y, (resp. Y:) means the image of w by 9 (resp. 9’). 
The realization (3, Iz), unique up to isomorphism, is said to be minimal or reduced. 
6. The realization algorithm 
“Cr(~&(g))=(QEIW((X))IQ~d(g)=O}* 
According to [20], the realization consists of 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Find some Lie polynomials P,, . . . , P, such t&t g c- PI, . . . , g D P, is a basis 
of the vector space gb Z&(X), that is a basis of &e(X) modulo d(g). 
Find the formal power series Zi without constant erm such that 
(i) (Z+I$)=Sii for icr, 
6) zj E r/‘W(g)), 
(9 
where (Zj D Pile) = (ZjIPi). 
Express g as a commutative series on the Zj for the shuffle product 
g=c c,Z”“. 
a 
Compute the series Xi Q Zj and express these as commutative series on zj for 
the shuffle product. 
Translate (directly) these expressions as giving a differential production of g. 
We consider the Lie-sub-algebra d(g) of .3%(X) of dimension r defined by 
&(g)={Ik%e(X)IgbP=O}. 
d(g) is generated by the Lie-polynomials that annul the power series g. 
We set 
Here, we restrict the problem to polynomial generating series in order to obtain 
a complete computer algorithm. 
W’e choose the Chen-Fox-Lyndon-basis. defined above, as the Lie-basis. This 
basis and th e set of Lyndon words are sorted lexicographically by length order. 
olynomial, we obtai e li1 s ol’ke Lie- 
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We know, according tc [l&19], that the Lyndon words are a transcendence basis 
of the shuffle algebra R(X). Elsewhere, we have the important relation (2). 
The realization construction is based on the construction of the polynomials 
(Zi) 1S iSr. Those polynomials will be built as a linear combination of shuffles of 
Lyndon words [13]. 
We use the algorithm shown in Fig. 1 to express the polynomials g as commutative 
polynomials on the Zi for the shuffle product. We obtain the expression of the 
observation h. We use the same algorithm to compute the components of the vector 
fields. 
The algorithm has four parameters: 
g: the generating power series, 
Z: the set of polynomials Zi, 
LP: the basis of .%8(X) modulo d(g), 
r: the Lie-rank of g, 
and gives as a result the expression G of g as a linear combination on the polynomials 
Zi for the shuffle; and the observation h as a commutative polynomial on zj. 
Express(g,Z,LP,r) 
oT+S,H+O, j+r, 
0 fact1 + fact + 1, 
o WHILE (j #O and S#O) DO 
n + 0, 
WHILE TDPj #0 DO 
o T + TDPj, 
0 n + n+l, 
ENDWHILE 
cst f- constant term of T, 
IF cste# 0 THEN 
os+s - **(faCtlUqjLUn), 
o H + H+%*(fact*qj"), 
0 fact1 + fact + 1, 
0 T+S, 
0 j +j+k, k+O, 
ELSE 
0 fact1 + $*(factl!~q.~~), 3 
0 fact + $ *(fact *qjn), 
0 j + j-1; k + k+l, 
o ENDWHILE 
Fig. 1. Algorithm to compute observation and components of vector fields. 
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To comprz the component 0: of the vector fields Yi, we use the same algorithm 
with xi dZj as the first argument. 
7. Example 
Let g = x1x0x1 +x0x1x0x1, X = {x0, x,}. The %&(X)-basis up to degree 4 is 
Pl =x0, p4 = bo, ho, x,11, P6 = [x0, Iho9 ho, ~,lll, 
p2=x,, 
p3 = bo, x,1, 6 = ho, [[x0, x,1, x111, 
p5=r[xo~xJ~x11~ P,=[[[x~,x,],x,],x,]. 
The corresponding Lyndon words are 
11 = x0, 
12=x1, 
13 = x0x1 9 
14 = xix,, 
15 = x()x;, 
16 = xix,, 
1, = xix;, 
18 = x0x;. 
The right remainders of g by the elements of &(X)-basis are 
g- PI = x1x0x1 9 
gr>P,=O, 
gpPs=x()x*, 
gl)P3= -x1 +x0x1 Y 
gw P4= -2x,, 
gr>Pg=-2, 
g-P,=-2, 
g fs Pg = 0. 
The Lie-Hankel matrix is 
[x09 x,1 
1x0, [x09 x,11 
Kxo, %I, x,1 
[x0, IIXO, x,1, XIII 
& Xl x0x1 XlXOXl 
. 
0 0 0 1’ 
0 0 1 0 
0 -1 1 0 
0 -2 0 0 
-2 0 0 0 
-2 0 0 0 . 
The Lie-rank of this polynomial is 39, = 4. 
The dependence relations are 
F, = P4-2P3+2Pz, 
F2= P,-P5. 
&(g)=span({F,, F2, P6, P,}u{P~%?(X)~deg(P)>4}). 
We consider the duals of relations F, , Fz. 
The linear map associated to Fi is 
F 
’ 
X=(X,, X2,. . . , X6) H F(x). 
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dim ker( F) = 4. The ker( F) -basis is 
0 
1 -- 
;, 
213 = ~~ 
1 ’ 
v4 = 
0 
0 
The pseudo-coordinates are 
mj = (I,, I,, 13, l4, 15, !T). Vi, 1 s is4. _ _ 
m,=l,=xo, P, “X,, 
m,=13+12=x,x,+x,, P2 = 1x0, x11, 
m,=I, - ;r, = xix, - ix,, p3 = [x0, [x0, x,11, 
m4=l,+15=x~x:+x0x:. p4 = [x0, bh x11, x111. 
The polynomials (mj) must verify the condition (9)(ii), m4=- F, = -ix,. We must 
find T such that Tb F2 = ix,. 
21 =x0, 
22=x,x,+x,, 
23 = x:x, -ix,, 
24=X;x~+x()Xf+4Xf. 0 0 1 0 
The observation: By the algorithm in Fig. 1, we obtain 
g +z”2 -22, * h=$?j-22,. 
The vector fields: 
x04 X,Q 
Z,l 0 
2, 0 l-!-x, =1+2, 
23 0 -;+x; = -;+$7,u* 
24 0 X%Xl+XOX,+fX, =Z*+Z3 
Y, = (1 +z,) ~+(--++g) a a 
az2 
z+tz2+z3) z= 
3 4 
hose vector tie s define the homomorp 
representation of g. 
ence (9, h) is tjhe differential 
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